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1 - New Students arrive

Jerremy, Ulrich, Odd, and Aelita are in Mrs.Hurtz class three new students come in with Principle
Delmas,"Sorry students for interupting, but we have some new students. Why don't you introduce
yourselves?" The boy with black spikey haired wearing a blue shirt, denim jeans, and a black jacket went
first,"Hello, my name is David, and its a pleasure meeting you," then the brunette haired girl holding her
hair back wearing a pink shirt, and tight leans went next,"Hiya, the name is Rose," and lastly, the brown
haired kid wearing white shirt, a blazer, black jeans and glasses spoke,"Yo, my name is Carl."

As introductions are aside, Mrs.Hurtz assigned the three students to their seats. David sat with Odd and
Ulrich, Rose sat with Sissi, and Carl sat next to Aelita. Just as class ended, the three new students met
up together,"Yes, we have the same classes,"Rose yells in excitement. "So wheres our other member,"
Carl says. Just as he says that, the three of them see Ulrich, Odd, Aelita, and Jeremy next to the
vending machines. Ulrich asks,"So wheres Yumi?"Just as he asks, Yumi arrives with a new student.

"Hey guys, sorry I'm late, I was just with my new friend from the US," Yumi explains pointing to the
blonde haired girl in a green and blue shirt with light blue jeans. The girl introduces herself,"Hi, I'm ...."
"Hey Suzan!!!!", David interupted. "David, Carl, Rose good to meet up with you three," Suzan says. Soon
Sissi had come into the picture yelling,"Hi Ulrich dear." As she comes closer she sees the two new
female students and goes to the closly,"Listen you two, Ulrichs mine so back off." Rose soon says," Oh
we already have our men, but I don't think Ulrich would ever go near your face," Odd giggles at the
comment."I like these new students already," Odd remarks. Sissi storms off steaming."So how was your
school like?" Aelita asks. "Nothing special, we used to go to a public school but all of our grades had
exceled to actually come here," Carl answers. Once classes finally ended, Jim had showed everyone
their rooms. Carl and David had stayed in their room together and Rose was with Suzan in their room as
well.

At dinner when Jeremy and his gang sat at their usual table but has also noticed the new kids was'nt
there. "Hey, where are Carl and the others?" Jeremy asked. Then the alarm on the computer had
sounded. Jeremy said,"XANA attack." When they head over to the factory, Jeremy goes to the terminal
while every one else goes to the scanners,"Scanning Ulrich, Scanning Odd, Scanning Yumi, Transfer
Ulrich, Transfer Odd, Transfer Yumi, virtualization. You'll all be heading to the desert region. Your turn
Aelita. Scanning Aelita, Transfer Aelita, virtualization." Once they got there, they ecounter a new enemy.
It was big, bulky, and armored with the XANA symbol on its head."Whoa, what is that thing?" asked
Ulrich."Does'nt matter, lets just break it down." Odd said. As Odd shoots an arrow at the thing, it grabs it
and throws it back at Odd hitting him for extra damage."Odd, watch out, it just hit you for half your life
points. Hey wait guys, you got 4 more unknown objects comming your way." Jeremy exclaims. In Lyoko,
they 4 people coming after the enemy, the ninja comes at it in flashing speeds so in 3 steps it came at it
slashing its sword at the enemy's arm, the person wearing a ripped muscle shirt a spiked shoulder plate
black pants grabed his guitar and did a jam which shot some sonic waves knocking the enemy to a rock,
the fox girl with a red and white tail and orange clothes with red and yellow designs along with her
dagger belt threw all of her daggers in a rapid pace with no effect scince it blocked all of them but
eventually making a deep gash on its chest. Jeremy was surprised scince it was hit from 150 to all the
way to 45 points. Then the fighter in the karate suit and black belt with kickboxing gloves did a big



number on its face where the XANA mark was located. "What were those things?" Yumi asked.The fox
girl answers,"We call them Xaknights. One of the most powerful enemies made by XANA." Then the
musician says,"Should'nt you guys deactivate the tower." They almost forgot about the tower. But just as
they look away, the 4 figures had devirtualized. Aelita runs to the tower and imputs the code.

Back at the factory, the gang discuses on what happened. Odd starts,"Whoa, did you see those guys."
"Yeah, isn't that a coincidence how they just show up and know how to kill that enemy," Ulrich asks.
"Whats more that we have new students on the same day," Jeremy adds. "Well lets talk about this
tomorrow," Yumi says. "Yes I think a good night sleep will do some good." Aelita says.
________________________________________________________________________________
end of ch. 1



2 - A test

Tomarrow was a new day, but all the usual Mrs. Hurtz is giving her lecture on her science class. Carl
was drawing a person in his binder, with designs and a symbol next to it. "Wow, thats pretty good,"
Aelita complimented. "Thanks, I draw every now and then when Im bored," Carl answered. "Like now",
Aelita giggled. After class, Carl, Rose, and David went to get Suzan,"Sorry to leave but we're meeting up
with Suzan after class," David said. Odd answers,"Thats okay, we're doing the same for Yumi."

With Carl and friends:

Suzan arrives in Carl and David's room. "Sorry I'm late," Suzan appoligized. Carl says,"Thats okay, now
lets see those Lyokians." There on Carl's laptop was the video footage from the other day, it was Ulrich,
Yumi, Odd, and Aelita in their last XANA attack. "Ahhhh, every day XANA gets stronger, Now he's
bringing our enemys with theirs. They hav'nt faced ones like this," David complains. "You're right, so
what do we do then," Rose says. Suzan smiles in a grin, Carl sees her. "Sue, I know that look any
where, and I agree with you," Carl says with a smile. David and Rose looks at them in confusion, David
asks,"Alright, what are you two thinking?" Suzan answers, "We think its time to test them." Carl
says,"Yes, now lets see our cards." A file opens up and sees three cards in everyones Lyokian forms.
Carl was in shock,"What the hell, where is my card. How can anybody delete that. Well, thats why you
always make another card." Sue goes up to him and asks,"Whats wrong?" "Ah my file was deleted," Carl
answered, "At least I got a backup, but its untested." "But you could test it against them," Sue
suggested. "At I know the perfect bait to bring them to us," Carl said smiling with Suzan.

To Jeremys room:

"So who were those guys yesterday?" Ulrich asked. "I don't know," Jeremy said. "Anoter question that
comes to mind, how do they know about Lyoko, its really strange," Yumi said. "Though they seem really
familiar somehow," Aelita stated. Odd asked looking confused,"How can you tell?" "I don't know but the
way they talk rings a bell," Aelita answers. "Well, its getting late, I gotta go to my house,"Ymi says
"Alright Yumi, see ya tomarrow," Odd said. Odd and Ulrich also hit the hay as well. Jeremy continues
with Aelita,"So what about those monsters in Lyoko, was'nt it a little weird that they knew about
defeating that thing." "Well, were not going to figure about this without any sleep, why don't we try
tomarrow," Aelita suggested. Jeremy had agreed with this.

Saturday morning, Aelita could'nt find Jeremy, when she looked in his room she gasped as she found a
message onto Jeremys desk. It read:

Dear lyokians,

Meet at the factory if you want
to see Jeremy. Be prepared.

As every one else reads the note, they follow the instructions and head over to the factory. When they
got there, all they could see was four posts making a rectangle with two pods on each end. And at the



top of the area was Jeremy. "JEREMY!" every one yelled out. "Welcome friends, and how are you this
morning," said a familliar voice. "Wha, Carl, you did this?" Ulrich said. "No, not just him, us." answered a
familliar voice. Carl, Rose, David, and Suzan was standing on the other side as every one was in shock.
"Why are you doing this?" Yumi asked. "Its a test to see if you have what it takes to beat us," answered
David. Carl soon says,"Well everyone, choose your poison." David says,"I'll take pinky over here,"
pointing at Aelita. "Let me have kitty boy," Rose says staring at Odd. "I'll take the kabuki girl," Sue says
looking at Yumi. And finlly, Carl goes and says,"Well that just leaves me and the samurai." Odd soon
snaps at them,"Hey, how do they know what we look like?" Carl says,"Everything will soon be answered
as you and Rose start the first fight. This is a best of 3 fight, in case of a tie, me and Ulrich will duke it
out at the end."

When the Rose & Odd enter the two pods, Carl gets his laptop and puts the two in their lyokian
outfits."Scanning, transfer, and virtulize," moments later Odd and Rose are digitized to the center of the
arena which then turned it self into a forest arena filled with bushes and trees. The kids could'nt belive it,
it was the same person they saw a few days ago. The fox girl, with the orange and yellow tank top, and
an orange and yellow design pants with red straps around the legs and a red n' white fox tail on her butt.
"So wait, if your the fox girl, then that means...," Odd says realizing, "Yes we're the guys who helped you
a few days back." the fox girl finishing Odd's sentence. Carl soon explains,"See, we've known about you
guys scince we got here in France. And we're here to test you to see if you can beat XANA and anything
he dishes out." Rose says in her fighting stance,"Alright, with that out of the way, bring it."
_____________________________________________________________________________
End of Ch.2
Sry about skipping out on the fights, thats in the next up coming chapter



3 - Lyokyan fight 1 & 2

The battle soon commences when Carl signaled with a buzzer. Odd starts off by shooting his arrows at
her,"LAZER ARROW!!!" "Ha, is that all you got," Rose taunts at Odd. She takes her knives and deflects
every arrow by throwing her knives at them. It did'nt take too long for Rose to run low on knives, for
every time the arrows hit the knives, they would shatter.

Luckily for both of them, it a forest field, they had both of their advantages here for they are like animals.
Silence fell around Rose for she lost Odd trying to deflect those arrows. And Odd had about five shots in
each arm. Odd was hiding in the trees as Rose wonders around the area, then from out of nowhere, an
arrow hits her. Carl checks on their life points on his computer and sees Rose down to half her points
while Odd was up to 3/4 of his points.

Rose had to think of a plan, then it hit her,"Its going to be risky, bu its a chance I'm willing to take," "Ha
this is too easy," Odd bellows. From his left flank a knife just barely missed his face making him
jump."Hmf, you just get too cocky some times," Rose comments, then she prepared to throw the rest of
her knives from her belt,"Get ready boy, hay yah," Odd panicked and shot his last arrows at the
remaining knives.

This just left the two with their claws, but Rose was more used to using her claws than Odd was. For all
the times she's seen him fight, his guard only worked for ranged attacks. But that still did'nt mean he did
not know how to use those things. The two rushed at each other, and slashed each other on the chest.

Carl checks the points and sees that 1 attack will end it for any one of the two if one connects. It was a
showdown, eye in eye looking at each other rouching and crawling looking at each other. Then the two
charged at each other, but as Odd was about to get her, Rose quickly leaned back ending her run to a
slide, so Odd misses his hit and hits smack dab right to the wall. Rose soon gets up and runs at Odd
jumping at him, she lands her feet on Odd's chest and places a kiss on his forehead then kicks him out
of the area devirtualizing him to his normal self as Rose exits out on her side.

In the real world:

"Like I said, you get too cocky Odd," Rose says to him. "Next up is Aelita and Dave," Carl announced.
The two head to the pods and Carl starts up the virtualization process. "Scanning, transfer,
virtualization." Dave and Aelita is virtualized to the center of the area that looks like a desert."Begin" Carl
yells.

Dave soon grabs his guitar axe and starts planging shooting sonic booms at Aelita. Aelita quickly
dodges the booms as she finds a hiding spot."C'mon, you can run but you can't hide." Then Aelita starts
to sing as a rock appears overhead, with that warned Dave to jump back and compliments her,"So you
got some tunes too, but mines got some kick." He blasts the rock to rubble, then in the smoke a pink
energy ball comes zooming at him as he hears Aelita say something,"ENERGY FEILD!!!" "ARGH,"David
yells as he's he gets hit."Is that all you got girl,"Dave says. Aelita responds,"Heres another one,
ENERGY FIELD!!!" Seeing that he quickly blocks it with his axe, but at the price of breaking the strings



on the instrument."You think its over, I got another card up my sleeve," Dave says.

He slams the axe on the ground and a blade came out making it an actual axe. Dave takes it on his
shoulder and slams it to where Aelita was and made a shockwave, though she dodged the full impact it
caused her to recieve some damage that knocked her back a bit. Carl checks their points and sees that
Dave has 60 life points while Aelita has 70. Odd soon asks,"Hey, can we at least see how she is doing?"
Just as he asks, Carl puts a screen up to show their points and amazed to see how Aelita can hold her
own.

Dave keeps swinging at Aelita and soon realized that how much stamina is needed to swing the axe. So
she comes up with a plan to take him down. But what she did'nt realize was that, Dave could spin the
axe using its to its own use. When he did, it was pretty hard to dodge the hits scince it hit everywhere.
When she had the chance, Aelita tried puting two orbs togeteher to block the blade but knocked her
back to a rock. Just as soon the musician slowed his rotation, Aelita took a chance at hitting him.
Suezan looked at the sceen,"What is she thinking, if she gets hit she'll lose." On the screen, Aelita had
only 30 points left as Dave has 40 because of some residual damage to his last attack.

When Aelita took the chance, Dave had readied a swing as Aelita had two orbs ready in each hand.
Dave swung as she was in range but dodged it by ducking, than hit him with the two orbs she readied in
her hands blasing him out of the ring. Carl smiles in amazement,"Aelita wins in a shocking finish."Sue
soon looks at Yumi,"Get ready Yumi, cause I ain't holding back.Yumi replies,"Neither am I."
________________________________________________________________________________
end of ch.3
next, Y vs. S and C vs. U



4 - Lyoko fight 3

As we last left off, Odd was beaten Rose in the 1st fight and Aelita shocked everyone by beating the
punk rock axeman Dave. Now, the next fight begins.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Yumi and Suzan stood there looking at each other as Carl stepped in to announce the next fight. "Now,
Yumi, Sue, into the scanners." As the two girls stepped in the scanners, Carl set up the stage which was
a Japanese house with the sliding doors, tatami mats and bonzai tree and everything. "I thought that this
was a suiting match here scince your outfits are Japanese style," Carl said as the two girls were
virtualized, Yumi in the Kabuki Geishia outfit as Sue was in the ninja fish nets, over her top was a ninja
robe and a skirt over her pants and wearing kung fu shoes. Yumi had her metal fans ready as Suzan
has her blade out of the sheath on her back. Both got ready in their fighting stance.

"Ready, BEGIN," Carl yelled. Yumi started off throwing one of her fans at the ninja only to be deflected
as Yumi got her second fan charging at her trying to slash her with it only to be blocked by by Sue's
sword. Unknowingly to Sue, the geisha uses her telekinesis to use her first fan from a distance and hit
the ninja. But like a ninja, she used her quick wits and grabed a kunai from her pouch and guarded
against it with her other hand. Sue soon got out of the lock by spining herself to knock back Yumi. Soon,
she shot her kunai at Yumi just to get hit on her side making her lose 5 points.

Suzan then charged at her as Yumi flinched from pain by that last attack by attempting a jump kick. But,
Yumi dodged the attack by rolling away knocking down the slide doors and heading outside. Yumi soon
followed to see on the outside was a layer of snow and Suzan charging at her with that sword of hers.
Then, Yumi put all her might into one of her fans and threw it at Suzan knocking her sword out of her
hands also making the ninja lose 10 life points.

Then Yumi aimed the next fan at Sue, but she missed with the exception of losing her pouch. "You
sneaky little girl," Suzan remarked. Now all they had was their fists to fight with. Yumi used karate as
Suzan was using kickboxing. Yumi tried to get her with a punch but was blocked with Sue's leg revealing
shin-guards on her legs," Is that the best you got Yumi?" "No, this is." Yumi quickly retreated her punch
and did a roundhouse kick to Suzans head causing her to lose 15 points but as the kick landed, Sue
caught herself on her hands and fliped kicking Yumi in the face for the same amount of points. Carl did a
life check seeing Suzan is at 75 points as Yumi is at 80 points. Ulrich saw and yelled," Yeah shes
winning." "Hah, don't be so sure, Sue's got a few more tricks up her sleeve." Rose replied.

Looking back, everyone saw Sue held her hands to a tiger sign and smirked. "Replicate", Sue said.
"What," Yumi said surprised. And soon, she was surrounded by about ten Suzans. They all tried to gang
up on Yumi,as she was able to to beat 4 of them down, the other 6 hit her down for 40 points taking her
down to 40. But soon, The replication had taken a toll on Sue to see that she also took 40 points and
was left at 35 points. Now each was at their last few attacks. Each ran up to each other ad punched
each other so hard for 30 each. Backing away from each other, they both tried to give a kick but was
caught by each other in both hands, then they both took the other leg and did a straight kick to each
others stomach devirtualizing each other also throwing the two out of the arena. Carl quickly catches
Sue as Ulrich did the same with Yumi.



"We'll call this a draw, so now Ulrich, its your turn, so get ready." Carl said. "All right, your on," Ulrich
says.
_______________________________________________________________________________
end of ch.4



5 - Final Lyokian Fight

When we last left off, Rose and Yumi duked it out till both of them were knocked out, now Ulrich vs. Carl.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Before the final battle between the two sides was started, Ulrich's team had huddled up to brainstorm as
Yumi woke up from their last battle. "So guys, how is Ulrich gonna beat down Carl," Yumi asked. "Well,
here's what we know from our last encounter, we've had to fight a fox girl, a musician, and a ninja, so the
next would have to be a fighter," Aelita answered. "Well Ulrich, looks like you have your work cut out for
you, he's unarmed," Odd commented. But Ulrich had stated, "Yeah, but he might have a trick up his
sleeve like everyone else had."

Carl was yelling out,"Yo, if you guys are done yapping, why don't you get on fighting if you want to get
Jeremy back." Soon, Carl set up the countdown for virtualization and had got in as Ulrich got in the the
other side. Inside the pods, a great flash of light had engulfed Carl and Ulrich virtualizing them. The
stage was set in a mountain arena, Ulrich was first virtualized in his samurai outfit with his yellow sash
and black pants with the samurai vest and the oni picture on the back. The big surprise for everyone was
when Carl was virtualized, he wasn't in his white fighter outfit, he was wearing a black shirt with a
sleveless vest, green baggy pants and was wearing bandages on each arm, his weapon was a huge
sword(kinda think of Sigfried's sword from Soul Caliber). Carl said," What, were you thinking of another
skin, had to make a new file anyway and must say I like this one better. Now, lets get in on." (Said that
last line like Mills Lane from Celebrety Deathmatch.) With that said Carl got ready setting his sword on
his back as Ulrich had his ready stting it in front of him.

The battle had commenced as Carl charged at Ulrich slashing it as Ulrich blocked it but was knocked
back by impact." Whoa, thats power," Ulrich commented." Why thank you," Carl said. "Well watch out for
this," "Hm?" "Triangulate", soon, Carl was surrounded by three Ulrich's. "Ha, think this 'll stop me," Carl
backed that up when he spun with his sword destroying the two clones as the real one was damaged
droping him down to 80 life points. Soon Ulrich charged at him to be blocked as Carl held the block, then
Carl took his sword apart and grabbed the second on and hit him with the butt of the sword putting Ulrich
to 75. "Uh, why can't I get any hits on him," Ulrich complained. "Ya want to know why your not getting
any hits, your not focused, you have too much in your mind, especially about Jeremy." Carl explained.
"Clear your mind man, and you might be able to hit me." Soon, Ulrich had closed his eyes and was
breathing slowly and opened his eyes, "Good, now try and hit me." Ulrich charged and hit him suare in
the chest knocking him down to 85. "Good, now lets get it started."

Now everyone was watching in amazement as Carl and Ulrich kept on blocking every hit and kept on
reading each other like an open book. Carl was running on the stone walls and soon shot energy blasts
through his swords, soon one of them had hit Ulrich for 25. "C'mon Ulrich, you can beat him," Odd
cheered. "Now lets try this again, Triplicate," Ulrich said. Then the three Ulrichs had rushed him and said
"Super sprint," they were too fast so they hit Carl for 10 each sending him to 55 points. Both was about
to rush each other but had been blown away till another figure was there in the area,"Who is that?" Dave
had asked. When the smoked cleared, everyone could see that it was Carl but was all paler and wearing
black and a red sash belt. "Hey, thats my old skin!!!!" Carl said. "Yes, and it feels so good to beat you
down." it said in a raspy voice. "XANA" Carl exclaimed.



________________________________________________________________________________
End of ch. 5
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